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ABSTRACT 

The high specific power densities in the SLC give rise to a 
multitude of challenging problems in collimation and momen- 
t,um analysis, beam containment, machine protection and back- 
ground control. The results of an extensive program to develop 
most of the devices deemed necessary for operation of the arcs 
matching sections and the final focus region are presented. Em- 
phasis is placed on materials selection and on unique features 
of remotely adjustable slits and halo clipper collimators which 
have to operate with great precision in a high-radiation, ultra- 
high vacuum environment. Also covered are solutions for a few 
fixed aperture machine protection collimators. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The I:inal Focus System (FFS) of the SLC stretches over a dis- 
tance of -300 m. It contains some 200 dipoles, quadrupole and 
sextupole electromagnets. Interspersed bet’ween them are about, 
140 beam-diagnostic instruments and collimators. Some mag- 
nets are operated in series from a single power source, whereas 
others are powered by their own dedicated supply. This fact plus 
the possibility of magnet failure, human error and wrong launcll 
conditions from the collider arcs, when coupled with the large 
specific current density of SLC bunches, necessitated develop- 
ment of an extensive machine protection system. The implemeli- 
tation of such a scheme was complicated bv the fact that, after 
colliding at the interaction point (IP), the”“spent” bunches are 
transported to their respective beam dumps through the trans- 
port system of the opposite polarity. If the momenta of the 
c,lectron and positron bunches differ (and they may by 5 2%) 
the trajectories of the incoming (primary) and spent beams will 
not coincide. Finally, if the RF bunches contain the nominal 
number of F* and arc properly focused at the II’, then the two 
bunches are “disrupted” and will leave the II’ with angular di- 
vcrgcncps which are larger than those predicted for one bunch 
only. 

The apertures of transport, magnets and instruments as well as 
tllose of the interconnecting vacuum drift chambers had to be 
made large enough to allow passage of these bunches without 
excessive losses. .4t the worst, the latter can result in destruc- 
tion of beam transport components and generation of unwanted 
rrsitlual radioact,ivity. Even if the hardware survived the url- 
scheduled targeting of such bunches, the resulting secondaries (e, 
?‘,/I, r>, et,c.) might prove to be excessive background for success- 
ful operation of the detector at the IP. ‘Transverse dimensions 
of IOcr and 3a for primary and disrupted (spent) beams were 
used as a compromise to define the beam stay-clear envelope.‘,” 
‘l’he initial goal was to specify and implement a machine pro- 
tection scheme (MI’S) in th e f orm of fixed aperture protection 
collimators (PCs) interspersed between the optical elements and 
diagnostic instruments which would protect against, all known 
exposure hazards. 

As the various sources of background harmful to the detec- 
tor were identified and quantified it became evident that addi- 
tional adjustable background-reducing clippers and masks were 
required. In some’ cases beam axial space was so tight that 
background reduction and klPS functions had to be combined 
into one device. As a consequence of these considerations a 
collimation scheme was implemented consisting of some 100 5. 
and y-adjustable collimators, a-adjustable moment,um slits, and 
fixed aperture PCs. 

COLLIMATION AND 
PO&X ABSORPTION MEDIUM 

The heart of each collimator. mask or slit is the power absorption 
medium. Ideally. the material should be high-2 with sufficient 
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longitudinal and transverse thickness to completely attenuate 
and absorb the electromagnetic cascade shower which results 
from targeting of multi-GeV e+/e-/?. Further, it is desirable 
that the full beam can be targeted indefinitely. Unfortunately, 
the small transverse beam dimensions of the SLC, when coupled 
with the high single-bunch charge. result in local peak power 
densities which are detrimental to all but the lowest-2 engineer- 
ing materials available. 

The pertinent beam parameters for this task were: E0 = 50 GeV, 
h’ = 5 x 10” e/bunch, PRR = 180 Hz, with resultant single 
bunch energy of 400 J and an average power of 72 kW. These 
are coupled to an invariant emittance of the SLC linac of ye 
= 3 x lo-’ mrad. Typical primary transverse beam sizes and 
other pertinent data are given in Table 1 for a selected list of 
co Ilmat,ors. The order is from the end of the linac toward the 
lit’ 

Table 1 Typical Final Focus Collimators and Beam Sizes 

Device 

II) 

SL- 1 

2x-2 

sr,-g 
PC-19 
PC-18 

CIX-- MI<1 
-imrr 
PC--R3 

‘C-12 -MtiI 
--h4Krr 
PC- 6.5 

PC-6 
PC-3 

Ml 

w 
0, Qy f 

Aperture 
I I ‘I m I’ Ill 
- 

160 110 -3 to 12 5 

200 

f 

90 -3 to 12.i 

ibsorber 

Dept t1 

s, 

mm 

3 B/9.8 

40 

120 

55 

TO 

130 

130 

75 

109c 

109c 

300 

310 

142C 

155c 
- 

120 0 to 12.7 3.8/9.8 

50 20 40 

230 3.2 to 5.0 4.7 

350 0.75 min 4.0 

350 0.75 min 24 

75 3.4 2.7 

290 1.2to6 3 8/9 8 

290 1.2 to 1F 40/20 

220 71 10.5 

310 38.1 20.2 

790 5to25 40/20 

870 17.5 26.5 

hltl(s) ‘unction 

Ti/Cu 
cu/cu- 

AI/W 
Ti/Cu 
l’i/Cu 
Ti/Cu 
Ti/Cu 

W/CU 
Ti/Cu 
Ti/Cu 

Y/W-cu 
cu 
CL1 

Y/W-C11 

Ta 

x-a 

x-a 

x,y-a 
f 
f 

x-a/f 
x-a/f 

f 
x, y-a 
I(. y-a 

f 
f 

x.y-a 
f 

a -- adjustable aperture f fixrd aperture 

Extensive simulations of cascadr showers were carried out, using 
the Monte Carlo computer code EGS. Materials which received 
special attention were W-25Re, Ta-I OW, free-machining t,ung- 
sten (-90% W), Cu, INVAR, 18-8 st.ainless steel, two titanium 
alloys, aluminum, and aluminum oxide. Of primary interest 
were the single-bunch temperature increase and the resulting 
thermal stress rise. In the SLC the bunch length is l-2 ps 
and the heated volume will have essentially reached its rnaxi- 
mum temperature at the end of this time interval. III the worst 
case, the heated volume wilt have melted in one bunch. Oth- 
erwise, the consequence of this temperature spike will be the 
generation of instantaneous compressive thermal stresses and 
strains. If the stress gradients are steep enough a pressure or 
shock wave will begin propagating at velocity of sound in the 
local medium. When reflected on free surfaces or discontinuities 
these compression waves wilt cause tensile stresses and perhaps 
failure by spallation if material limits are exceeded. Certain un- 
favorable surface geometries can cause shock focusing, thereby 
enhancing the detrimental effects. Shock physics experiments3 
demonstrated that an instantaneous tensile stress rise equal to 
or in excess of four times the ultimate tensile strength uut of the 
material will cause fracture or spallation for a single exposure. 
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Such a material failure occurred on a tungsten target4 using a 
SLAC pulse with a width of -1.6 p’s, 
For stress intensities below those causing instant catastrophy 
multiple exposures with consequential plastic strain determine 
the life expectancy of a target. Pulsed accelerators such as SLAC 
accumulate large numbers of exposures in a short time, and tar- 
get designs must be tailored to the endurance limit of the mate- 
rials. Suc11 multiple exposures from a train of bunches also cause 
a steady state temperature and thermal stress distribution onto 
which t,11e individual bunch temperature and stress spikes are su- 
perimposed. The shower simulations convincingly showed that 
for the aforementioned beam parameters high-2 collimators are 
only feasible if the transverse hcam size is 0 2 1 mm. In the 
SLC FFS the beam is this large only in the final transformer 
at mask \I- 1 and PC- 3. Evervwherr else transverse beam sizes 
are more like - 200 /cm and In some locations much less than 
that. For g = 200 ,um the maximum single bunch temperature 
rise in a volume &ment of 0 < T < 100 um in a semi-infinite 
medium of \V -%,i Re was found to be AT ‘N 2SOO”. It occurred 
at. a denth of -6 radiation lengtlls (X,‘l which is somewhat, loss 
than t,Ce - 8S, predicted for-shower ‘maximum. This results 
from thft transverse spread of the shower due to mult.iple scat- 
trring which. at, that depth. begins to dominate the still rising 
shower population. While it would take - 6 x 10’” e/bunch to 
melt this material, the consequences of this exposure are just 
as disastrous at 5 x lOlo. Thp resulting thermal stress rise in 
a fully restrained body is 0th x EffAT. It is of the order of 
7 x 10” 1’u(105psi) (where E is the modulus of elasticity and 
0 is thr linear coefficieut of thermal expansion; both are as- 
sumcd not t,o vary with temperature for this exercise). This is 
in excess of 40,,t for this material at room temperature; it is 
also - 15aend, the endurance limit. The other high-2 materials 
showed similar values, namely - 3000°, -+ 2500” and - 2000’ 
for \Y-5Ir. Ta--1OW and free-machining tungsten, respectively. 
Copl)er showed a temperature spike of 375” and resulting stress 
rise of - 8.3 x lO*Pa (1.2 x lO”psi), which is N 3.7g,t and 
- 15ue,2d. 

A rt‘lative measure of a material’s worth can be obtained from 
the quantity EahT/u,~. Titanium and its alloys compared very 
favorably to ot,her materials. The maximum single hunch tern- 
p<.rature rise in Ti~6A-4V is of the order of 130@140’ with a 
corrcspending thermal stress rise of - 1.3 x lO*Pa (1.9 x 10” 
psi) this is - O.l4rr,,t and O.Xa,,~. The iron-nickel alloy II’:- 
VAl{ appeared promising due to its very low N. IJnfortunattly, 
11117 lat t,er increases dramatically above - 175’. Steady state op- 
fyrating conditions could be far higher because of its poor ther- 
111al conduttivity. High-purity aluminlm~ oxide (A/203) also had 
sonic’ appeal, particularly its high mcslting point and rompres- 
sive st,rc~ngth. Its low elongation coupled t,o a high E, namrly 
brittleness. in combination with low tensile strength makes it a 
poor choicr for thermal shock rxposure: further, it is a diclec- 
tric, and fractures have occurred from spontaneous dischar,gr. 
:\!rirllinuln has poor clevatrtl temperature properties OffsettIng 
its othrrwise moderate pot,rntial. Last, beryllium and carbon 
(graphit?) had too many handicaps for swious consideration. 
‘l’hus t iianir~rn, particularly thr alloys ‘Ti GA1 4\‘, Ti 5Al 2.5Sn 
anal ‘I’i (iAl- GP2Sn emerged as clear candidates for these appli- 
cat ions. If it wcrc not for thc,ir low thrrmal conductivity, they 
~roiiltl l,cb nearly perfect mat.crials. The tic&ion was mad? t.o 
utilize titaniuln in all bat those few locations where the pre- 
rlictctl beam size is large, enough lo IIS<’ eitller higIl-% ntatrrials 
or c‘oppc’r. ~111 collimator jaws were matlc as thin as possiblc~ 
ill 111~ trallsvcrsc tlimc~nsion, consistcut with the maximum prc- 
dictcd latrral beam excursion and radial s!lower spread. The 
‘[‘i-jaw moduk~ is thm backed by a slab of copper to which a 
heat sink i, attached 

SelcctioIl of an optimal 1ongitlIdinal jaw depth provctl to be more 
difiicult, ‘I’o rninimizch leakage of sc~contlaries emerging from the 
tlow~~lxw~~ jaw fact wit11 sllfficient. ~~mrrrc~it um to be transportcY1 
lo ihr viciI;jt,y of tile detector and also to nrotect ncarhv equip- ” . . rllc?nt. the, jaw should 1,~ as long as possiblr. To minimize SWOII- 
daritas lxing scatt.ercVi alit of tlic front or rollirnating face the jaw 
s]~o~~ld 1~ :natl~ as slLort. as possiblr. Shower stlldieh sltowerl that 
t11f jaws nfctl to 1~. at lrast .?.Y:, long. R(~sllll s !cere indc~pc~lltlcnt 

of Z when plotted in units of .YO. The low thermal conductiv- 
itv of titanium set an upper limit on jaw length for continuous 
beam exposure, well short of shower maximum. .4pproximately 
4X, proved to be an all-around compromise. 
The orientation of the jaw collimating faces relative to beam di- 
rection also received scrutiny. It, was demonstrated5 that back- 
ground increased if the beam impinged onto the collimating face, 
reaching maximum for a jaw rotation 250-300 ;irad. The same 
investigation also showed that jaw rotation in the opposite dircc- 
tion with resultant beam imDingement on the upbeam endface L v  

incrrased leakage through the front or collimating face, thereby 
increasing background hut, eventuallv leveling off bevond a rota- i 
tion of 1 mrad. ‘it was suggested” and verifieiwith EGS that the 
addition of a thin layer (-10-20 i”rn thick) of a high-Z material 
(Au) to the collimating face would cause the slit-scattered secon- 
daries to loose additional energy and render most of them harm- 
less for background generation at the II’. Last, it was proposed” 
that ma.king the collimating face mildly convex would desensi- 
iizc the jaw rotat,ional alignment tolerance (pitch and yaw) and 
reduce background. This was modeled5 with EGS and a broad 
minimum was found for radii in the range from 7-12 m. The 
power absorbing jaws have their leading and trailing edges ra- 
diused (r = 3 mm) to nrevent increase in the wakefield function 
when tI;c jaws operate in very close proximity of the beam. 

3. A TYPICAL 
x,y-ADJUSTABLE COLLIMATOR 

The following is a set of criteria which the adjustable collima- 
tors had to meet: (1) each slit consists of two opposing jaws; 
(2) each jaw is independently adjustable or can move in unison 
with the opposing jaw; (3) upbeam and downbcam ends of a jaw 
can be driven independently or together; (4) each horizontally 
collimating jaw is able to overtravel the nominal beam center- 
line by 3 mm; (5) the drive system has no backlash: (6) each 
collimator is self-calibrating via built-in fixed datum reference 
points; (7) each jaw is water cooled; (8) collimators are built for 
ultra-high vacuum application; (9) cooling loops are continuous, 
without water-to-vacuum joints; (10) collimators are capable of 
operating in a high-radiation environment; (11) each jaw has 
a secondary emission monitor (SE&I) foil (Ti) mounted to its 
upbeam face; and (12) the vacuum has no bearings or friction 
jurfaces. 

All adjustable collimators were cloned from this basic package 
to have a high degree of interchangeability of parts. Deiiations 
from it reflect specific local requircmpnts. For example, in some 
slits the opposing jaws are coupled together and move symmet- 
rically about a nominal centcrlinr without possibility of 2pro 
overdrive. The introduction of the convex jaw surface and con- 
sequential rrla.xation of rotational tolerances allowed coupling 
of upbeam and dowllbcam ends and operation from onr prime 
mover. Backlash in the drives was eliminated bv using ball screw 
shafts with double ball-nuts and preloading. Figure 1 shows a 
typical jaw assembly outside it,s vacuum chamber. All hard- 
wart> is mounted to a flange. The jaws are hanging from torsion 
ba.r supports which operate in bending and torsion. They al- 
low front,-rear different,ial atljustmc‘nt without Iiaving any bear- 
illgs or other sliding surfaces in thr vacuum. These torsion bars 
arc attached to horizontal shafts for support and adjustmrnt. 
All external bearings and friction surfaces were’ dry-coated with 
tungsten disulfide (lV,qz) III order to operate unlubricated if ncr- 
essarv. They were, however. additionally coatrd with a mixture 
of a fiilicone oil and molybdenum disulfidc (MO&) to further 
reduccx the coefficient of friction. 
‘I’lie prime mover is a stepping motor with 400 steps/revolution. 
Drive shaft and ball nut have a lcaatl of 5 mm/revolution. Thus, 
onr step corresponds to a linear jaw travel of 12.5 ,“I,,. The po- 
sition of each jaw is monitored by a linear variable differential 
t.ransformer (L\‘D’I’). ‘I‘1 IF c~?ctreIrres of travrl are monit,orrd by 
limit switches which are protected against, excessive ovcrt,ravel 
by built-in adjustable limit,s. Collimators with centc~rlinc‘ over- 
t,ra\(lI have floating limit swit.chcs. ‘I’lic T-jaw Dimensions are 
- 8 x 120 x 1.20 nnn. The average power drposited in a 3.SdY0- 
lolig jaw at 10 IIz is L “‘ii W. The resulting maximum steady 
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Pi!]. lr Titanium/copper slit jaw assembly 
Fig. 2: End view of ClX fork collimator 

st,ale temperature difference to the water is - 500” and was 
computed using the two-dimensional computer code POISSON. 
Single bunch temperature spikes are - 170”. Cooling is by low- 
conductivity water (LCW, 2 106R cm). The mass flow rate 
is -0.06 l/s (1 gpin) for a slit (two jaws in series) at, a maxi- 
mum supply t.eniprrat~ure of - 30’. The corresponding velocity 
is -3.4 III/S and the bulk temperature rise is lo per jaw. The 
ilow is intcsrlockcd by a differential pressure switch. Temprr- 
atllrrs arr moniiorcd with immersion-type platinum resistance 
t.c~rnpc~raturc detectors (RTDs). 

The convex collimating jaw surface (r = 10 m) was generated 
tiy wire electric discharge milling (EDM) to an accuracy of 
- 10 pm. A second clran-up cut was nrcessary to achicvc the dc- 
iircd surface finish of < 1.5 /lrn. This reflects the fact that only 
particles impinging witllin 5 2 ilni from thr snrfacc, contribute 
to harmful scat,tcrcd flux. The cur\wl section is -100 mm long 
and is followed on rGthrr end by a ‘LO-mmlong tapered s&ion 
at a11 anglr of IO’. ‘I’hr hackup copprr slab is -55 mm widr 
arrtl also has a curved front surface: normal t,o the beam direc- 
tion. ‘I’l~is is to guarantee longterm good thermal contact for 
111~ fl<~l I it anir~iii plate in the area closest to bcain impingement. 
I’itaniurn and copper slabs arr bolted togetlirr since brazing of 
tllc, two Illatrlrials is problematical due to formation of brittle 
illtrrlrlc,t;lllic. constitric~nts. 

1’11~ lo<.aliorl of the gcaornetric center of these devicrs was refer- 
i~l~c(l ililcl ~rlcotlctl to tooling bitlls at,tarhcd outside 011 thP main 
mounting flange. Encoding was done with a coordinate measur- 
i:lg nlnchirlc~ ((‘hIhI). l‘11r goal was to know thr transvcrsc, loca- 
t.ions of Ilu, slit ja\vs to an ac-curacy of i100 pin relative to the 
local t)c~arn survey line, and to il 111m in beam direction. The 
rotational tolrrancc~s arc 0.r) mrad for pitch and yaw, 10 nirad 
for roll. 

1.11~ last c.lippc‘r collimator M’orc t,hc II’. PC-S, is exposed t,o 
I~C~IIIS with cr -1 ri1ii1. This eriablr~tl tire us{’ of free-machining 
tllrigstcw for the front face of the jaws with a length of - 40X, 
IO a t ransvrrsc tlr]-)tl~ of 11 lnm, and - %O.Y, beyond 11 mm. 

l’lv~jaw is t,llus a complctc~ showr attenuator, ahsorbing - 4 k\V 
ai 10 11~. Tllrb T-jaws in PC 12 (.r. y) alLd C 1 \r’ ‘MVIY’ t.cmporarily 
rq~law~l h! ttlrlgstrrl jaws as in PC’ 3 t.o furttrc,r rc(luc(’ back- 
qrounrl 1.0 thca II’ dI&ing early low-intensity (- 101”e/btlnch) 
(.ol!lillihiiolliil~. 

%ilrlulat ions losing the* corr~~~~~lr~ cotfc ‘l‘l~t~‘I’l,l5 showwl that t.he 
I,~c-,~lioli 0Tlhc~ (‘1 collirlliitor in thc~c)lllc-r transformc~r wdh par1 ic 
1!1;1rlv <llital)lc For rcn~val of I~ackgrr)lrrirl-g~ncrating c*, Thij 

device is located beyond t,he point where the ext,raction line 
kicker magnet, d~flccttd t,hr spcllt LeaIn (by I .2 mrad) from 
the primary beam trajectory. The two beams are separated 
by -a mm. This made it impossible to utilize one of the prc- 
viously described slits for r-collimation. The y-slit was made 
into a separat,e unit,. The a-slit, became simultaneously a halo 
clipper on the primary beam and a protection collimator for a 
quadrupolc magnet on the extracted beam. An end view of this 
device is shown in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 depicts the overall assembly. 
Change of slit opening or width of cut on the primary beam is 
accomplished by means of a tapered slot varying in width from 
1.5-6 mm. The whole assembly is translated vertically and in 
the fully “out” position it offers a wide area for beam studies. 
The first generation device consisted of a 4X, long titanium 
cylinder imbeded in a copper block (tapered shrink fit). This 
unit was temporarily replaced by, one having a 24X, long tullg- 
sten insert to aid in commissioning. Ba.rkgronnd is minimizc~tl 
by a stepping motor-controlled yaw adjustment with a single 
step corresponding to N 12.S /lrad over a rang? of i 1 mrad. 

NC,. Y: C’IS for,k iollirr~nfor tr.isf~rrrltl,y 
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5. MOMENTUM SLITS 

i\ momentum-defining slit facility was installed in each of the 
two linac-to-arcs matching sections. The goal was to build 
drvices which could withstand the consequences of individual 
bunches with 5 x 10”e and which, when fully closed, could also 
be used to park and dissipate the full beam (72 kW at 180 Hz) 
indefinitely. In order to achieve good moment,um resolution 
(0.0~6%) a location was selected some 30 m downbeam of the 
end of the linac, where the eta-funci.ion is large and the beta- 
function is relatively small. There. the nominal transverse di- 
mansions of the beam are o1 N 150 /lrn and oY N 120 em which 
forced a separated function design. The first slit, SL-1, is of 
the titanium jaw variety as described under (3) above. It is 
rile momentum slit, and at the same time a “spoiler” which, by 
lnult iplt, coulornh scattering, increases the beam spot to a size 
that results in manageable single-bunch temperature spikes at 
the second device, SL-2: located -1.3 m downhram. Thr lattrr 
is only a residual power absorber, but it can dissipate the full 
72 k!C’ if the bram spot is large enough. Slit SL-1 had to I)<, 
at, least 3X,-long in order not to increase background at the dr- 
t,rctor located some 1400 m downbeamz. The jaws were madr 
- 4S, long which leaves a residual of - 0.92 P,, for SL--2 at 
.jO CeV. ij’ith the exception of size and jaw design, this dr- 
vic.e incorporates some of the same features as SL-1. The jaws 
arr hollow copprr cylinders which contain a water-cooled packed 
bc%d of -l-cm-diameter spheres. 7 ‘l’hca latter are made of copprr- 
i)li~t~c~<l alumiunl in the region of shower maximum and of purcx 
c‘opp<‘r before and aftclr. A block of tungsten was attached to 
tile do\vnbeam end of the module to more efficiently attenuate 
tllc cascade shower. The overall length is 40X,. The nominal 
Lion rat,c is - 0.61H~O/s (10 gpm); at 72 kW, AT - WC. An 
Sl, 2-type slit assembly is shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4: St, i?-tgpc split nsscmbly 

I:~~fortunatrly, I.his facility has one shortcoming, namely SL I 
is also limited to a steady state bunch rate of 10 Hz at .i x 

10”’ buncll for the reasons previously presented. Yet, it, is f/ 
I~ighly desirable to accomodatc 1X0 Hz in this facility, and a 
program is underway at this t,imr to add a second spoiler ahead 
of SL-1. This device would only he inserted when SL--l is in 
i lrtx “fully out,” position and beams are to be parked, i.e. not, 
traIlsported to the II’. The spoiler then nerds to’be just long 
enough (1-l .5 X,) to increase the beam spot to a size which 
results in manageable single bllnch temperature spikes at ST, 2. 

FIXED APERTURE 
MACHIN;*PROTECTION COLLIMATORS 

A large number of PCs were installed t,hroughout the arcs 
matching-sections and the FFS to protect magnets, instruments, 
and vacuum chambers from direct exposure to the beam. Their 
basic design is shown in Fig. 5. The collimator body is cop- 
pcxr (N 10X, long), peripherally wat,er-cooled, wit.11 an aprr- 
ture appropriate for the specific location. A titanium cylirl- 
tlor was imbeded into the Cu-body in those applications where, 
cr 5 250 pm. At mask Ml, just ahead of the detector, whew 
normallv only a few stray particles are int,rrcepted, tllc collima- 
tor is aB6.5 X,-long tantalum cylinder, cooled periphc%rally by 
thermal radiation and natural convection only. At protcctioll 
collimator PC-1s both the primary and the spent or extract.ctl 
beam had to be accomodated in separate apertures ill one d+ 
vice. 

r/q .5: 1”l.i.t d ,,,” , tlil~l ;,rwttr:,or/ ~Clli<iiii,f~li~ /I~“‘~.. 
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